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effect imposing a nearly wholesale ban on

I. Introduction
Public contracting laws in New Jersey
generally are premised on the notion that
the State benefits from promoting fairness
and competition in the award of public
contracts.1 Exemptions from State bidding
laws represent a departure from that
approach and result in the award of what
commonly have been referred to as “nobid” contracts. Such no-bid contracts have
been at the core of multiple public scandals
relating to government entities awarding
contracts to campaign donors as a means
to reward them, a practice known as “pay
to play.”2

Legislature

began

enacting

legislation

directed at controlling the exchange of
contributions

for

contract

awards and at promoting transparency in
the award process.3 These new laws were
designed to limit the ability of government
entities to award contracts to vendors that
had

made

disqualifying

campaign

contributions. The law ultimately imposed
substantial

that have made disqualifying contributions.
At the local government level, however,
the law created a significant exception by
permitting such contract awards whenever
the contract is awarded pursuant to a “fair
and open” process, which is specifically
defined in the law.4
The statutory mandate of the Office of the
State Comptroller (OSC) includes the
responsibility to “audit and monitor the
process of soliciting proposals for, and the
process of awarding, contracts made by”
government entities throughout the State.5

Against this backdrop, in 2004 the State

campaign

the award of such contracts to vendors

restrictions

on

contracts

awarded by the State of New Jersey, in

Office of the State Comptroller

In the course of those contract reviews,
OSC has encountered a series of flaws and
shortcomings
contracting
governments’
process.

in

the

process

fair-and-open
and

administration

in
of

local
that

We issue this public report to

document those weaknesses and offer
recommendations

for

systemic

improvement.
This report is not aimed at analyzing
particular contracts that have been affected
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by campaign contributions.

Rather, the

Jersey municipalities to publicly advertise

report seeks more generally to illuminate

and seek bids on all contracts above a

important vulnerabilities in the fair-and-

monetary threshold, unless the subject

open system of contracting that was

matter of the contract entitles it to a

designed to address corruption in the local

bidding

public contracting process.6

contracts may be awarded only following

exemption. 8

Non-exempt

formal, sealed bid submissions and public
The report begins by providing background

opening of the bids, and are to be awarded

concerning New Jersey public contracting

to the “lowest responsible bidder.”9

laws and pay-to-play legislation, and then
focuses on the fair-and-open exception and

The grounds for exemption from bidding

its flaws as identified in the course of our

requirements are set forth in New Jersey

audits and other reviews. The final section

law. Most important for purposes of this

of the report sets forth conclusions and

report is the exemption for contracts to

recommendations

provide

aimed

at

systemic

change.

“professional

includes,

for

example,

services,”
legal

which
services,

engineering services and financial services.10

II. How We Got Here: No-Bid
Contracts and New Jersey’s
Pay-to-Play Response

This exemption from bidding requirements

recognizes that the determination of the
most

desirable

professional

services

Predicated on the notion that public funds

vendor may involve subjective analysis of

are best protected through a competitive

legitimate factors other than price. Thus,

system of government contracting, New

these contracts may be negotiated and

Jersey

that

awarded without public bidding, and are

contracts

therefore not subject to the procedural

through use of a formal bidding process.7

safeguards associated with formal, sealed

For example, the state’s Local Public

bids.

law

government

generally
entities

requires
award

Contracts Law (LPCL) requires all New

Office of the State Comptroller
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Removed from the system of sealed bids,

the award.11

contracts

services

contracting,” that methodology involves

traditionally could be awarded through

advertisement of the contract opportunity,

nearly any means and on nearly any

development

conceivable basis. The absence of bidding

including cost, technical, and management-

or

related criteria, submission of vendor

other

for

professional

requirements

created

an

Known as “competitive

of

evaluation

environment where campaign contributions

proposals,

theoretically could serve as the exclusive

resulting in a ranking of vendors, and a

basis for a contract award, resulting in both

public report detailing the basis for the

actual and perceived awarding of contracts

ranking.12

based on political motivations or other

contracts, however, the law presents

types of favoritism.

“competitive

system

permitted

This unregulated
those

with

hidden

application

For

of

criteria,

the

criteria

professional

contracting”

services

only

option, not a requirement.

as

an

As a result,

motives to easily direct public funds to

OSC’s reviews have found its use in those

their vendor of choice. Such a system may

contracts has been exceedingly rare in

have comported in some sense with New

practice,

Jersey’s notion of home-rule in that it

unregulated system in which government

vested local officials with nearly unlimited

entities may simply negotiate with their

discretion in contracting.

vendor of choice.

In so doing,

resulting

in

a

generally

While calculating

however, it permitted those officials to

precisely the amount of public money spent

make contract-award decisions, without

on such unregulated local government

oversight, that were contrary to the

contracts is difficult, based on our contract

interests of the general public.

reviews we estimate it easily exceeds $100
million annually in New Jersey.

Since 2000, the LPCL has set forth an
alternative to sealed bids for those local

In view of public concerns regarding pay-to

government contracts where lowest price

-play in the unregulated environment of

is not necessarily an appropriate basis for

professional services contracting in New

Office of the State Comptroller
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Jersey, in 2004 State officials began taking

(2) “awarded under a process that

steps to address the pay-to-play issue.

provides for public solicitation of

Pay-to-play legislation was initially signed

proposals or qualifications”;

into law on June 16, 2004 and took effect in
January

2006.

applies

disclosed

under

criteria established in writing by the

municipalities, counties and other local

public entity prior to the solicitation

government entities, the law generally

of proposals or qualifications”; and

government

it

and

to

prohibits

As

(3) “awarded

agencies

from

(4) “publicly opened and announced
when awarded.”15

awarding a contract with a value in excess
of $17,500 to a vendor that has made a

The statute further provides that “[t]he

contribution exceeding $300 to specified

decision of a public entity as to what

types of political committees within the

constitutes a fair and open process shall be

preceding year.13 The primary exception to

final.”16

that restriction is that a vendor that has
made such contributions may nonetheless

The pay-to-play statute thus presents local

receive the government contract if the

government entities with two general

local government agency has awarded the

options. They may use a “fair and open”

contract “pursuant to a fair and open

award process and then accept proposals

process.”14

from vendors that have made what
otherwise would have been disqualifying

The pay-to-play statute defines “fair and

campaign contributions.

open process” as one in which the contract

the agency is seeking to award the contract

is:

to a vendor that has not made disqualifying
(1) “publicly advertised in newspapers
or

on

Internet

contributions, it may award the contract as

website

it had before the enactment of pay-to-play

maintained by the public entity in

restrictions, that is, without advertisement

sufficient time to give notice in

and

advance of the contract”;

negotiation.

Office of the State Comptroller

the

Alternatively, if

through

a

process

of

simple

Such a process has become
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known colloquially among local government

contracts at the local level unless a fair-and-

officials as the “non-fair and open process.”

open process is used. Thus, New Jersey’s
pay-to-play legislation has the practical

While the pay-to-play statute initially

effect of lowering campaign contribution

applied in a similar manner regardless of

ceilings from the typical $2,600 to $300 in

whether the contract was being awarded

some

by a state agency or a local government

government entity in question and the

agency, within a year of its enactment the

process it uses to award its contracts.

instances,

depending

on

the

fair-and-open exception was eliminated as
an option for state government contracts,

While the State’s public contracting laws

first through gubernatorial executive order

and pay-to-play restrictions are obviously

and ultimately by statute.17 Thus, vendors

interrelated, they are set forth in separate

that have made disqualifying contributions

statutes and administered by different State

are entirely precluded from receiving

agencies. This contributes to a complicated

contracts with any state department,

legal environment for government agencies

agency or authority so long as the value of

as well as the vendor community in

the contract exceeds $17,500. At the local

addressing public procurement issues. For

government level, however, the fair-and-

example, the LPCL is administered by the

open exception remains.

Division of Local Government Services

Vendors thus

confront very different regulatory systems

within

at the state and local levels, especially

Community Affairs (DCA).18 In contrast,

considering the broad scope of the fair-and

the State’s pay-to-play requirements are set

-open exception as explained later in this

forth within the New Jersey Campaign

report.

Contributions and Expenditures Reporting
Act,

the

which

State’s

primarily

Department

addresses

of

the

In sum, qualifying contributions of $300 or

reporting of campaign contributions and is

greater preclude the receipt of contracts at

administered

the state level and preclude the receipt of

Enforcement Commission (ELEC).19

Office of the State Comptroller

by

the

Election

Law
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operate as it had before the enactment of

III. The Fair-and-Open Exception
and Its Flaws

pay-to-play

Contracts

OSC’s contract reviews have revealed that

previously exempt from formal, sealed

a confluence of factors result in fair-and-

bidding

more

open requirements presenting few, if any,

bidding

real obstacles to a government entity

requirements still must be advertised and

seeking to award a contract to a politically

formally bid.

favored vendor. We discuss these factors

In a technical sense, the LPCL continues to
legislation.

remain

importantly, those

exempt
subject

and,
to

Formal bidding procedures,

by definition, satisfy the requirements of

below.

the pay-to-play law’s fair-and-open process.

Unlimited Discretion in the
Vendor Selection Process

So, for local government contracts, the pay
-to-play law does not affect the vendor
-evaluation process for contracts awarded

One of the hallmarks of New Jersey’s
traditional no-bid contracting system was

on a low-bid basis.

the nearly unlimited discretion of the
However, the award of contracts involving
bid-exempt goods and services, once
largely unregulated under the LPCL, is now
subject

to

pay-to-play

regulations.

agency awarding the contract in selecting a
politically favored vendor. In practice, fairand-open requirements do not materially
change that substantial discretion.

Qualifying for the fair-and-open exception
returns the local government entity to the
traditional,

unregulated

system

of

contracting. As a result, the impact of the
local

government

pay-to-play

reform

efforts hinges to a great extent on the
scope of this exception.

The

only

directed

fair-and-open
at

requirement

that
that

requirement

discretion
government

is

the

entities

award contracts “under criteria established
in writing by the public entity prior to the
solicitation of proposals or qualifications.”20
That

provision

requires

government

agencies to set forth criteria, but it does
not ensure that appropriate criteria are

Office of the State Comptroller
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selected, that those criteria are in fact used

calls for a vendor-selection methodology

in the ultimate selection process, or that

beyond simple consideration of price. The

they are applied in a fair and appropriate

competitive contracting model requires a

manner.

systematic

Even

under

fair-and-open,

evaluation

and

ranking

of

government entities are not required to

vendors, which includes a public report

adopt

selection

detailing the basis for the ranking.22 It also

Nor does the fair-and-open

requires use of certain minimal criteria,

process require that government entities

such as cost, technical and management-

justify their rationale for selection of a

related criteria.

particular vendor.

presents use of “competitive contracting”

a

prescribed,

process.21

formal

However, State law

procedures only as an option for fair-andIn the course of recent OSC contract

open contracting, not a requirement.

In

reviews at three separate municipalities,

short, none of these protective measures

local officials acknowledged to OSC the

need to be used in order to comply with

absence of any formal, criteria-driven

fair-and-open.

process in awarding their professional
services contracts under fair-and-open.

A related concern is the absence of

Our interviews and reviews of available

requirements under fair-and-open that

documents

these

would specify what person or group of

municipalities had not evaluated vendor

persons is to evaluate the competing

submissions in any meaningful way. As one

proposals.

municipality stated in writing to OSC, “no

contract reviews, some local governments

formal process was used since none was

have claimed to award contracts by

required by law, rule, or regulation.”

evaluation

confirmed

that

In the context of OSC’s

committee,

but

documents

specifying individual committee participants
As noted previously, the LPCL itself sets

and their relevant expertise often are

forth a “competitive contracting” process

absent or lacking in substance.

for instances when the nature of a contract

example, in an OSC review of four

Office of the State Comptroller

For
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municipalities, we found that only two of

Given

the municipalities were maintaining records

mechanism, fair-and-open’s “requirements”

concerning which municipal official(s) had

are, in practice, essentially advisory.25 The

evaluated the competing proposals from

entities intended to be regulated by the law

prospective vendors. Despite the benefits

simultaneously act as their own regulator.

of using a review committee,23 such use is

As long as the contract opportunity is

not required under fair-and-open, thus

minimally advertised and selection criteria

permitting informal and individual review

are drafted, there is no means to contest

and an analysis of vendor documentation

an award to an undeserving vendor.

absent any formal review protocols.

contrast, in the context of sealed bid

the

absence

of

a

challenge

In

awards, established case law relating to bid
No legal enforcement mechanism

challenges shows that judicial review of

The weaknesses associated with these
vendor-evaluation

requirements

are

compounded by the provision in the pay-to
-play law that states that “[t]he decision of
a public entity as to what constitutes a fair
and open process shall be final.”24 Through
this provision, local governments are
granted

the

exclusive

authority

to

determine whether their own selection
process complies with the law.

This

provision has the effect of rendering a
contract

award

beyond

scrutiny

or

contracting procedures provides a real and
meaningful incentive for legal compliance
and for correction of unlawful practices.26
Fair-and-open’s

undemanding

vendor-

selection requirements, in combination
with the absence of judicial or other review
concerning those requirements, essentially
results in a return to the traditional system
of unlimited discretion concerning selection
of professional service vendors.
No requirement to memorialize selection
rationale or maintain documentation

challenge by an aggrieved vendor or local
resident, even in a court of law.

The absence of legal requirements for
government agencies to memorialize their
vendor-selection rationale or retain related

Office of the State Comptroller
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documents in connection with fair-and-

recommendation should explain the factors

open

that led to the award decision, offer

compounds

previously described.

the

weaknesses

In OSC’s contract

qualitative

discussion

concerning

the

review and audit capacities, we routinely

leading competing proposals and describe

request

rationale

the specific characteristics of the winning

documents and rarely have found such

vendor’s proposal that resulted in its

documents to be maintained. Entities have

selection over the others.28

responded to such requests by noting that

documents are required to be created or

written award justifications and retention

maintained in the fair-and-open contracting

of such documents are not required under

system.

fair-and-open

State law.

award

No such

It is difficult, and often

impossible, for aggrieved vendors to amass
arguments concerning the validity of a
purportedly fair-and-open process when
documents

underlying

the

selection

decision either never existed or were not
maintained.

Consideration of cost not required
Although

fair-and-open

requires

that

selection criteria be established, it does not
dictate the types of criteria that are to be
considered or provide guidance concerning
such criteria.

Significantly, for example,

there is no requirement that an agency
Best practices in contracting call for
contracting agencies to ensure that every
step

in

their

evaluative

process

be

documented through: (1) scoring sheets;
(2) a written record of what transpired
during any permitted negotiations between
vendors and procurement officials; (3) a
written comparative analysis of competing
proposals;

and

(4)

recommendation. 2 7

Office of the State Comptroller

a

written

award

The

award

consider a vendor’s rate or cost among the
evaluative components. While the LPCL’s
exemptions from bidding recognize that the
award of some types of contracts should
not be based solely on price, to exclude
price entirely as an award criterion
frequently is inconsistent with the interests
of taxpayers.

Taxpayers generally would

consider cost as a factor in their own
financial affairs and government should
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exercise no less fiscal responsibility in

open states that selection criteria must be

spending the public’s funds. DCA itself has

“established in writing,” agencies essentially

similarly recommended that a vendor’s

avoid that requirement by setting forth

“compensation proposal” be considered as

these nondescript, catch-all considerations

a factor in the vendor-selection process.29

as criteria. Reserving the right to consider
anything that may eventually be deemed

Nonetheless, OSC frequently has found

relevant results in vendors not receiving

that cost is not included among fair-and-

appropriate notice of award criteria and

open award criteria.

We have identified

greatly increases the likelihood of criteria

this deficiency in contracts for services

being applied in a discriminatory or unfair

ranging

manner.30

from

legal

services

to

audit

services. The absence of cost as a criterion
may facilitate the awarding of a contract to

OSC contract reviews have found that

a politically favored vendor charging above-

even when specific fair-and-open criteria

market fees.

are

stated

in

advance,

the

criteria

sometimes are set forth in the form of
Use of inappropriate selection criteria

simple requirements, such as a requirement

In addition to failing to include cost as a
criterion, government entities applying fairand-open often use vague selection criteria
that may easily be manipulated.

For

example, agencies sometimes include a
generalized “catch-all” award criterion,
such

as

“these

considerations

the

and

any

agency

other
deems

necessary,” or “the agency reserves the
right to consider criteria both inside and
outside the proposal.” Although fair-and-

Office of the State Comptroller

that the vendor have requisite experience,
or employ sufficient staff or maintain the
appropriate license(s).

This approach

appears to stem from historical use in New
Jersey of vendor solicitation documents
such

as

a

“Request

for

Qualifications” (RFQ) or a “Request for
Information” (RFI). While a statement of
generic requirements in an RFQ or RFI is
entirely appropriate, such requirements
have far less meaning when adopted as
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ultimate

vendor-selection

criteria,

origins. That is, while fair-and-open speaks

particularly when such requirements are

primarily

to

contracting

issues,

it

is

the only criteria stated. Where more than

contained not in State contracting statutes,

one vendor meets the stated requirements,

but rather in the State’s campaign finance

the government entity is left without true

law.

selection criteria through which it may

regulations under that law, i.e., ELEC, is

determine which vendor is the most

particularly experienced in the area of

qualified.

campaign finance, but is not otherwise

The agency empowered to adopt

charged with expertise concerning the
Nevertheless, it appears that RFI and RFQ

many contract-related issues that arise at

methods

government units throughout the state.

have

become

so

firmly

entrenched among local purchasing officials
that many entities view them as a substitute

DCA, which is the State agency charged

for specific selection factors. By using such

with administering the LPCL, has sought to

easily satisfied, generic requirements, the

assist

ability to ultimately select politically favored

concerning

vendors is maximized.

DCA has issued a number of instructive

by

providing

written

fair-and-open.

guidance
Specifically,

reference materials intended to expand
Absence of regulatory requirements

upon, explain and refine the statute’s

Some of the weaknesses in fair-and-open
might have been addressed through the
issuance

of

strong

administrative

regulations. There has not, however, been
official regulatory action further defining
the statutory fair-and-open directive. That
void stems in part from the practical
problem

mentioned

previously

in

connection with fair-and-open’s statutory

Office of the State Comptroller

provisions. Most prominent among these
materials is DCA’s “Guide to the New
Jersey Local Unit Pay-to-Play Law,” which
has served as a primary reference resource
for local government units in implementing
the

law.31

numerous
materials.32

DCA’s
other,

website
similar

contains
guidance

From a legal perspective,

however, none of those materials are
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authoritative in that they do not carry the

documentation concerning the difference

weight of law. They reflect DCA’s advisory

between a fair-and-open process and a non

guidance, not regulatory mandates.

-fair-and-open

process.

Moreover,

municipal purchasing manuals, intended to
Perhaps as a result, OSC has found that

educate local officials, often fail to provide

many local fair-and-open processes remain

appropriate direction.

For example, the

undefined, and that there is substantial

purchasing

manual

for

confusion among local officials as to the

municipality

we

law’s requirements. For example, in one

existence of pay-to-play and included

instance, this office reviewed a contract

disclosure forms for the non-fair-and-open

award that under State law was subject to

process, but omitted any reference to how

sealed bidding requirements. That is, it was

the fair-and-open process should work.

not a bid-exempt item. Nonetheless, the

We found similar voids in purchasing

municipality’s lawyer mistakenly advised the

manuals at smaller municipalities as well as

municipality to use a non-fair-and-open

housing authorities. We also have seen in

contribution disclosure process instead of

those manuals conflicting information about

formal bidding procedures. The attorney

the interplay between fair-and-open and

thus

the LPCL.

misunderstood

the

law’s

basic

one

reviewed

large

noted

the

In short, we have seen

requirement that the subject of a contract

widespread confusion about fair-and-open

must first be bid-exempt to trigger pay-to

even among those officials personally

-play processes.

responsible for implementing its provisions.

absence

of

In other words, the
disqualifying

political

contributions by the winning vendor does

Varying pay-to-play rules and regimes

not provide an exception from legal bidding

The confusion concerning fair-and-open

requirements that otherwise would apply.

may result, in part, from the varying state
and local pay-to-play regimes.

In an OSC audit of another municipality, we

previously,

noted

disqualifying

similar

confusion

Office of the State Comptroller

in

municipal

vendors

that

contributions

As noted

have
are

made
entirely
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precluded from receiving contracts from

complications that confront vendors, public

state government agencies as long as the

officials and their legal counsel.

value of the contract exceeds $17,500. At
the local government level, however, such

The resulting confusion is compounded by

vendors may continue to receive contracts

differences in pay-to-play practices even

through use of the fair-and-open exception.

among local government units. A January

Especially in view of the broad scope of

2006 amendment to the LPCL permits local

that exception, in practice the pay-to-play

government entities to pass ordinances

system at the state level is significantly

adopting more restrictive local pay-to-play

different than the system in effect at the

procedures than those set forth in State

local level.

law.33

The result, according to ELEC, is

that five counties and 159 municipalities,
This disparity raises both philosophical and

school districts and local authorities now

practical concerns.

One result of the

have adopted their own pay-to-play laws.34

disparity is that there is no unified

Some, for example, have adopted a system

expression

more akin to that in effect at the state

of

New

Jersey

policy

concerning the practice of pay-to-play. For

government level.

purposes of state government operations,

rather than formalize any local policy, use

the

deemed

ad hoc procedures on a case-by-case basis.

Policy-makers essentially

While local governments should not be

have expressed a zero tolerance policy

discouraged from strengthening local laws

concerning such contract awards, in effect

to regulate the practice of pay-to-play, the

declaring them to be contrary to the public

varying rules among local government

interest. For local government operations,

entities can be difficult to navigate. ELEC’s

however, pay-to-play is permitted through

executive director has himself noted that

use of the fair-and-open exception.

The

“[c]ontractors, candidates, treasurers and

function

others find the current system highly

practice

inappropriate.

result

is

two

has

been

systems

that

differently, each with its own set of

Office of the State Comptroller
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IV. Conclusions and
Recommendations

robust democratic process.36 We further

In practice, the system of fair-and-open has

vendors such as attorneys, auditors and

multiple weaknesses.

other professionals naturally involves a

acknowledge that the award of contracts to

As a result, it

presents few, if any, real obstacles to a

degree

government entity seeking to award a

preference. It is not unreasonable for local

contract to a politically favored vendor. As

administrations to seek their own “cabinet”

long

of trusted professionals.

as

the

minimally

contract

advertised

opportunity
and

is

selection

however,

of

discretion

that

and

subjective

To the extent,

pay-to-play

laws

were

parameters of any kind are drafted, the

intended to address harmful effects of

ultimate award is within the entity’s

campaign contributions on the contract-

discretion

outside

award process, the weaknesses of the fair-

review. In effect, no-bid contracts may be

and-open system as discussed in this report

awarded to favored local vendors much as

are particularly germane.

and

immune

from

they had been prior to the passage of the
pay-to-play law, and without regard to

The Governor, State legislators and ELEC

issues such as vendor cost.

While no

itself all have called for changes to or

legislation can eliminate all risk associated

elimination of the fair-and-open system.

with

donor

The following are offered as avenues to

influence in the government procurement

explore in attempting to bring about such

setting, it is apparent nearly six years into

reform and effect the sweeping change

its implementation that the fair-and-open

originally suggested by the pay-to-play law:

political

corruption

and

system offers notably few hurdles for
(a) One option is simply to eliminate

wrongdoers to overcome.

the fair-and-open exception that currently
we

may be invoked by local government

acknowledge that campaign contributions

entities. Such an approach has the benefit

are an appropriate and necessary part of a

of simplicity in that it would reflect a bright

In

arriving

at

Office of the State Comptroller
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-line rule without exceptions: disqualifying

contracting” process to qualify for the fair-

contributions

and-open

obtaining

preclude

government

vendors

from

contracts.

In

exception. 38

Procedural

safeguards should include requiring that

addition, this approach would harmonize

government

entities

local pay-to-play law with the rules already

selection

governing state government entities. This

certify that they are not subject to any

would have the benefit of presenting a

conflict of interest in recommending a

unified State policy concerning pay-to-play,

contract award.39

and have positive practical implications in

such committees and some form of scoring

terms of reducing the confusion associated

of vendor submissions helps to ensure that

with the current system. The fact that this

a verifiable competitive process is being

concept already has been tested, generally

used.

successfully, at the state level is an added

required to document and justify their

benefit.

application of the stated selection criteria

committee

use

a

whose

qualified
members

Requiring the use of

Government entities should be

and maintain those documents for a period
(b) Alternatively, rather than eliminate

of years.40 The law should further provide

the fair-and-open exception, fair-and-open

for a means to contest the manner in which

requirements could be strengthened so

fair-and-open is applied in a particular case.

that they have greater effect. Strengthening

In addition, DCA could be empowered to

as opposed to eliminating fair-and-open

adopt supporting regulations that ensure,

may be a more comfortable result for

for example, development and application

those concerned that stringent pay-to-play

of appropriate selection criteria.

requirements could starve the political
process of needed campaign contributions,

This option would, however, still allow for

thereby making elected office the exclusive

distinct pay-to-play laws at the state and

province of the wealthy.37

local government levels.

Specifically, to

Perhaps more

strengthen fair-and-open, the State could

importantly, if fair-and-open requirements

require use of the statutory “competitive

were not strengthened in a way that

Office of the State Comptroller
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eliminates the flaws detailed in this report,

There are middle grounds between strict,

significant deficiencies would remain in the

low-bidder contracting regimes and those

pay-to-play law.

systems

in

which

contracts

may

be

awarded through any means and on any
(c) An additional and perhaps more

basis. Use of the “competitive contracting”

comprehensive approach to reform would

system previously referenced41 is one such

be one that addresses the underlying

option.

deficiencies in State contracting laws as

contracts

they apply to local no-bid contracts

without any specific reference to pay-to-

generally.

State law currently provides

play, address many of the problematic

numerous broad exceptions to bidding

issues arising from contracts being awarded

requirements and, as noted previously,

on the basis of political favoritism. It would

once a contract is removed from the

simultaneously result in a procurement

LPCL’s formal bidding process it becomes

process that would be more professional,

entirely unregulated, historically resulting in

less prone to scandal and more in line with

contracts being awarded to vendors for a

the public interest.

variety of inappropriate reasons.
simply

eliminating

the

Limiting the award of no-bid
across

government

would,

While

fair-and-open

exception might prevent contract awards
specifically to campaign contributors, other
problems created by no-bid contracting
would not be cured.

That is, hidden

alliances

be

could

still

rewarded,

transparency would not be ensured, and
government units could continue to award
no-bid contracts without use of the
competitive

practices

that

typically

promote containment of costs.
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